
 

Summer 1 Week 3 Maths 27.4.20 

This week we will be revising numbers 0-10, exploring 
numbers 11-20, and applying the vocabulary “more” “less” 
“fewer”. 

 
1) Hide a variety of Lego or Duplo bricks in a bag, 

envelope, or sock. Invite your child to try and say how 
many bumps there are on a brick just by feeling it. Pull it 
out and count to see if they were correct. Keep this brick 
out and put your hand back in to choose another brick. 
This time try to say if the brick has more, or less, or the 
same number of bumps as the previous brick. Pull out 
and compare them to check. Repeat this until all the 
bricks are gone. Finish by sorting all the bricks, finding 
the ones that are the same, and then lining them all up 
in order of bumps getting less and less, or more and 
more.  

 
2) Create five targets, these could be bowls, yoghurt pots, 

plastic plates, plant pots, or circles drawn with chalk on 
the floor.  
 

Step 1- Invite your child to throw some objects at the targets 
such as, pebbles, pasta, or Lego bricks. Use the words “more” 
“less” “fewer” to talk about the quantities in each target 
throughout the game and at the end. 
  
Step 2- Label the targets with any numbers between one and 
ten. Invite your child to throw two objects per turn. Ask your 
child to read the labels and shout out how much they have 
scored, encourage them to use the word “more”. For example, 
“I’ve thrown it into four. Now I have scored two more!” Can they 
work out their total? Draw dots onto your labels if this will help. 
Can they improve their score? 
  
Step 3- Label your targets with any numbers between 10 and 
15, then place the correct number of pebbles, bricks, or pasta 
pieces into each target. Then throw one more at the targets, 
where does it land? Which number have you added one more 
to? How many are now in this target? Count to check and 
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change the label.  
 

3) Read the book 10 terrible dinosaurs by Paul Stickland, 
or watch it on YouTube. Have you got 10 toy animals 
that you could put into a line? Make up your own story 
about how one dinosaur or animal at a time disappears. 
Do they fall over? Did they get stuck in the mud? Do 
they get gobbled up? Do they fall asleep? Have fun 
making up funny stories and remember to say how 
many are left each time. If you don’t have 10 toys, you 
could draw your own characters on some paper or card 
and cut them out. You could even draw a picture of 
where they are and move them around on top of it as 
you tell your story.  
 

 
4) White Rose - Summer Term Week Commencing 27th 

April. Video and daily activities. See Website address.  
 

 

 


